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A MULTIPARAMETER, ZERO DENSITY SUBSEQUENCE 
ERGODIC THEOREM 

KURT D.COGSWELL 

ABSTRACT. We generalize a result of L. Sucheston on obtaining multiparameter 
ergodic theorems from their single parameter versions. This result is then employed 
to prove a multiparameter, subsequence ergodic theorem for operator averages along 
special zero density subsequences. 

1. Introduction. In [9], L. Sucheston presents a method for obtaining multiparam
eter ergodic theorems from their single parameter versions. In the second section of this 
article, we present a generalization of this method. 

In [2] and [10], J. Bourgain and M. Weirdl establish the a.e. convergence of averages 
of the form £ E-LJ/OT"'', where r is an automorphism of a finite measure space (X, $, M), 

/ G Lp(X9 $ , /x), 1 < p < oo, and n = («0£i is either the sequence of primes, or a poly
nomial sequence, the latter being defined as the sequence of values (</>00) _« assumed 
by a polynomial </> of degree > 2, having integer coefficients. We call such sequences 
B-sequences. If we define the density of a sequence n as d(n) — lim^ ' N' , we see 
that B-sequences have zero density. 

In the third section of this article, we note that the work of R. Jones, J. Olsen, and 
Weirdl allows us to move the results of Bourgain and Weirdl to more general, operator 
theoretic settings. In conjunction with the results of section two, this will allow us to 
obtain a multiparameter, operator theoretic ergodic theorem for averages taken along 
/^-sequences. 

2. Obtaining multiparameter theorems. Let (B, || • ||/>, <), (C, || • ||c, <), and (ID, 
|| • \\d,dd be Banach lattices of functions over a common measure space (X, $,/i), so 
that convergence in order corresponds to a.e. convergence. Suppose that B, C and P have 
cr-order continuous norms. (Recall that we say (B, || • || j , , •<) has cr-order continuous norm 
if ||bn\\b I 0 whenever bn [ 9. Examples of Banach lattices with cr-order continuous 
norms are LP(X, $, /i), 1 <p< oo). If T: B —-> C and S: B —-> C, we say S dominates T if 
\Tb\ < S\b\ Vb G B, and say that T is positively dominated. 

Let {A :<} be a countable directed set. Let {(d,n) E O x N , <'} be the countable 
directed set with order defined by (d\, n\ ) <' (ûfe, ni) iff d\ < tffe and n\ < «2• 

Let {Uj, d G D} be a net of continuous, linear operators Ud: C —̂  CD with lim^ UdC = 
Uoo a.e. \/c G C. Let { Vd, d G D} be a net of positive, linear (hence continuous) operators 
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Vd: C —> D, with each Vd dominating the corresponding Ud. Define the maximal operator 
associated with the net (Vd) as Myc — sup^ | Vdc\, and suppose that Mv: C —•* (D>. Note 
that it is sufficient, but not necessary, to have ||Myc||^ < Kc • ||c||c Vc G C and some 
ATC < oo. 

Let {7"n,/i G N} be a sequence of continuous, linear operators Tn:U —+ C with 
lirr^ Tnb = T^b a.e. \/b G B. Let {Sn, n G N} be a sequence of positive, linear (hence 
continuous) operators Sn: B —-» C; with each Sn dominating the corresponding Tn, and 
M5: B —v C (where Msb = supn |5„fe|). 

LEMMA 1. Given the above hypothesis, My has the properties: 
i) My is a positive map from C into P; 

ii) fora>0 andf >z 9, Mv(af) = a • (Mvf); 
Hi) forf y 9 and g>9, Mv(f + g) < Myf + Myg, and; 
iv) My is continuous at 9, with My9 — 9. 

PROOF, i), ii), and iii) are clear, iv) Each Vd is linear, so Mv9 = 9. Suppose My 
is not continuous at 9. Then 3(fn)™=] C C such that || \fn\ \\c < ^ \/n G N, while 
H^v/nJU > e f° r s o m e e > 0 and all nk in some sequence (nk)k

y^{. Since My is positive, 
ll^v[/nj \\d > ll^v/nj|d > e Vnjt. Thus, we may take the functions/ to be non-negative. 
By i), ||n -fnWc < ^ and \\Mv(nk -fnk)\\d = \\nk • (Mvfnk)\\d = nk • \\MvfnK\\d >nk-e Vn*. 
Since || £ - ! n-fn\\c < £ ^ h'fn\\c < T?=l £ < oo, / = £ ^ n-fn exists in C. Each/ 
is non-negative, so / >z nk-fHk Mnk. My is positive, so nk-e < \\My(nk-fnk)\\d < \\Myf\\d\/k. 
This contradicts the fact that My: C —•> 0. Thus, My is continuous at 9. 

COROLLARY 2. Ms is a special case of My, and thus has properties i)-iv). 

THEOREM 3. Given the above hypotheses, we have: 
i) l irn^) UdT„f = £/oo W V/ G B, and; 

ii) Mvs: B -> 0, where Mvsf = sup (^J VA/I-

_PROOF. i) Û^(d,n)\UdTnf_- UvoTcJl < ^dJUaTnf - UaToçfl + 
limidrilUdTotf - UooToJl = \\v^dA)\Ud(Trf - 7^/')! + 9 < \imid^n)Vd\Tnf - ToJ]. 

For each k G N, let gk = s u p ^ | T / - T^\ < 2 • M^f\ G C. Note that gk | 0 
and ||g*||c i 0. For each fixed k, l i m ^ V ^ r , / - 7^/1 ^ lim^V^g*, since each Vj is 
positive. Then l im^|£7^7,/ - U^T^ < \m\{d^n)Vdgk < Mvgk Vk. Now let k —* oo. 
Mv is positive, and gfc 1 0, so Myg* 1 g for some g > 9. By the lemma, ||Mvg*||d 1 0. 
Thus, g = 9 a.e., and we have l i m ^ l UdT4- É/oo W l = 0 => lim(^n) UdTtlf = U^ToJ 
a.e. V/ G B. 

ii) For a n y / G B, we have Mvsf = sup(dn)\VdSJ\ < sup(d>n) V d | 5 / | < 
suPj Vrf(supn | V I ) = ™pd Vd(Msf) = My(Msf) G 0. Thus, MV5f G 0. 

Theorem 3 will allow us to inductively obtain multiparameter theorems from their sin
gle parameter counterparts. Sucheston presented this result in [9] for positive operators, 
and thus for positively dominated operators, provided that we have a.e. convergence for 
the dominating operators. Here, we have removed the latter requirement. In [8], Olsen 
noted that the result may be used to prove multiparameter weighted theorems, and thus 
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multiparameter subsequence theorems along sequences with non-zero density. Here, we 
deal with zero density ^-sequences. 

3. Result. Fix any p, 1 < p < oo. Let (X, $, //) be a finite measure space, r: X —* X 
be an automorphism, and T: LP(X, $ , /x) —> Lp(Z, $, /i). We say TT: Lp —* Lp, TTf = f or 
is the operator on Lp induced by r. If n = (n,-)/Si *s a n increasing sequence of positive 
integers, we define A*(n, T)f — \ • Ef=i 7™'/ and Af(n, 7)/ = sup^ AjJ for/ G Lp. 

We say the operator T: 
i) admits a dominated estimate in Lp along n with constant C if ||M(n, 7y||^ < 

C • |lf ||p V/ G Lp and some C < oo. 
ii) is power bounded with power bound K if HT71/lip < K • \\f\\p V/i G N, / G Z^, and 

some £ < oo. 
iii) is a quasi-isometry if 0 < Ci|l/"||^ < £ E^" 1 llr*/1lp ^ C2|[/1I£ < oo for some 

Ci and C2, and some increasing sequence of positive integers L = (L^)^ . 
iv) is a Lamperti operator if it maps functions with disjoint supports to functions with 

disjoint supports. 
v) is a Dunford-Schwartz operator if ||r||i < 1 and ||r||oo < 1. 
As mentioned in the introduction, if n is a Z?-seqeunce, Bourgain and Weirdl have 

established the a.e. convergence of Ak(n, TT)f V/ G Lp. They have also shown that TT 

admits a dominated estimate in Lp along n. 
In [5], R. Jones and J. Olsen show that if there exists an aperiodic, positive invertible 

isometry S: Lp —+ Lp that admits a dominated estimate in Lp along n with constant C; then 
any T: Lp —• Lp which is dominated by a positive contraction also admits a dominated 
estimate in Lp along n with constant C, and if T: Lp —> Lpisa power bounded Lamperti 
operator with power bound K, then T admits a dominated estimate in Lp along n with 
constant K • C. (The former builds on the work of Akcoglu in [1] and Ionescu-Tulcea in 
[4]; the latter on that of C.-H. Kan in [7].) Recall that a Dunford-Schwartz operator is 
dominated by its linear modulus, which is a positive Lp contraction; and that a Lamperti 
operator Tis dominated by another Lamperti operator 5 satisfying \Sf\ = T\f\ V/ G Lp. (S 
is once again the linear modulus of T.) Taking S to be the aperiodic, positive, invertible 
isometry induced by any aperiodic automorphism r, we see that positive contractions, 
Dunford-Schwartz operators, and power-bounded Lamperti operators admit dominated 
estimates along ^-sequences. This is relevant to us, in that it means that M (n, T) maps 
Lp to Lp whenever n is a ^-sequence and T is either a positive contraction, a Dunford-
Schwartz operator, or a power-bounded Lamperti operator. 

In [5], Jones and Olsen also show that if we have a.e. convergence of A*(n, TT)f Mf G 
Lp for some automorphism r, then we have a.e. convergence of A*(n, T)f V bounded 
/ G Lp when T is a Dunford-Schwartz operator. Bounded functions constitute a dense 
subset in Lp. Thus, by Banach's principle, we have a.e. convergence of A*(n, T)fVf G Lp 

when T is a Dunford-Schwartz operator and n is a /^-sequence. 
In [6], Jones, Olsen, and Weirdl establish a.e. convergence of A*(n, T)f\/f G Lp when

ever n is a ̂ -sequence and T is either a positive contraction, or a Lamperti quasi-isometry. 
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Let us call an operator good if it is a positive contraction, a Dunford-Schwartz op
erator, or a power bounded, Lamperti quasi-isometry. Then, for 1 < p < oo, n a #-
sequence, and r a good operator, we have a.e. convergence of Ak(n, T)f V/ G Lp, and 
M(n, T)\LP—*LP. Further, each good operator is dominated by a positive operator which 
admits a dominated estimate along B-sequences. 

We are now in a position to employ Theorem 3 to prove our principal result, which 
we state as Theorem 4. 

THEOREM 4. Let (X, $ , fi) be a finite measure space, and Lp = LP(X, $ , /x)/or some 
fixedp, 1 < p < oo. Choose m G N. For 1 < / < m, /e£ T/i L̂  —> Lp be a good operator; 
St be a positive operator which dominates Tt, and which admits a dominated estimate 
along B-sequences; n, = (M/^,)^LI be a B-sequence; and define lim^ A^.(n/, 7/)/ = A/QQ/"-

De/ine Af„/ = supki>-^m |Afcl(ni,5i) • • -A^n^S™)/!. 

Then Mm:Lp —» L̂  and lim*, • • • lim^m A*, (ni, Ti) • • • Akm(nm, Tm)f = A\ 
Vf £ Lp, the limit being taken as &i,..., km —-> oo independently. 

PROOF. We proceed by induction. From our previous discussion, the theorem holds 
for m — 1. Suppose it is true for r operators. Then, in Theorem 3, let D be {Nr, <}, with 
(su...,sr)^ (tu • • •, tr) iff sx < tu • •., sr < tr. Let B = C = 0 = Lp. Let {Ud, d G D} 
be the net of operators of the form A^(ni, Ti) • • A^(nr, TV), with (&i,... ,kr) G D. 
Let {Vj, J G D} be the net of operators of the form Akl(n\,S\) • • -Afcr(nr,Sr), with 
(&i,...,£r) G D. Let Tn be Aw(nr+i,7V+i), and Sn be Aw(nr+i,5r+i). By the induction 
hypothesis, we have linv Utf = Aioo • • • ArOQf V/ G Lp, and My: L^ —> Lp; and we also 
have limn 7 y = Ar+ijOQ/* V/ € L ,̂ and M^: Lp —+ Lp. Then, by Theorem 3, we have our 
result for r + 1 operators, and thus for m operators. 
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